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Abstract 
 
There is a renewed interest in using combustion to recover difficult oil. In spite of numerous experimental, numerical and 
analytical studies, the mechanisms for incomplete fuel combustion or oxygen consumption are not fully understood. 
Incomplete fuel combustion or oxygen consumption are indicators of sub-optimal process conditions and hazardous oxygen 
breakthrough in the production wells. This paper shows that these features emerge in a relatively simple 1-D model, where 
air is injected in a porous medium filled with inert gas, water and an oil mixture consisting of precoke, medium and light oil. 
Precoke is a component that is dissolved in the oil, but has essentially the same composition as coke. At high temperatures, 
precoke is converted to coke, which participates in high-temperature oxidation. At high temperatures, medium oil 
components are cracked releasing gaseous oil. Light oil components and water are vaporized. The model possesses an 
analytical solution, which was obtained by a method introduced by Zeldovich. This method entails that reaction can only 
occur in a very small temperature range, due to the highly non-linear nature of the Arrhenius factor. For a temperature below 
this range the reaction rate is too slow and for temperatures above this range the reacton rate is so fast that either the fuel or 
oxygen concentrations become zero. The model results show that there are two combustion regimes in which coke or oxygen 
is partially consumed. In one regime the reaction zone moves in front of the heat wave, whereas in the other regime the order 
of the waves is reversed. There are also two combustion regimes in which the coke and oxygen are completely consumed. 
Also here the reaction zone can move in front or at the back of the heat wave. Each combustion regime is described by a 
sequence of waves; we derive formulae for parameters in these waves. We analyse our formulae for typical in-situ 
combustion data and compare the results with numerical simulation. 
 
Introduction 

 
There is recent interest in developing methods to recover “difficult oil“. One of the options to recover medium viscosity oil, 
i.e., oil with a viscosity between 102 and 104 [cP], is the application of air injection (Castanier and Brigham 1997; Castanier 
and Brigham 2003; Kuhn and Koch 1953), leading to oil combustion. The most critical issue for oil combustion is incomplete 
consumption of oxygen, leading to possible hazardous conditions at the production well (Bowes and Thomas 1966). Another 
issue is extinction, which is related to incomplete fuel or oxygen consumption. Finally there are efficiency considerations, 
also tied up with incomplete consumption. Current methods to describe the process are either performing complex 
experiments or time consuming numerical simulations; what is missing is a quick method to explore a large sample of 
possible process conditions. Such a quick method can be obtained if one would sacrifice multi-dimensionality (2-D or 3-D) 
for the sake of resolving the non-linearities in the process. Until now, however, no analytical solutions have been published 
for 1-D in-situ combustion processes that involve cracking, solid fuel consumption and evaporation, mostly due to the high 
non-linearity of the Arrhenius factor. Even in 1-D this is not a trivial problem, because combustion, cracking, etc., occur in 
narrow regions, yielding a tough multi-scale problem (Gerritsen and Durlofsky 2005; Kristensen et al. 2007). For various 
combustion conditions, analytical studies of combustion waves in porous media containing solid fuel were performed in 
(Akkutlu and Yortsos 2003; Aldusin et al. 2006; Aldushin et al. 1996; Aldushin et al. 1997; Bruining et al. 2009; Byrne and 
Norbury 1997; Schult et al. 1998; Schult et al. 1996; Wahle et al. 2003). Periodic and other non-steady combustion regimes 
were investigated in (Bayliss and Matkowsky 1994; Matkowsky and Sivashynsky 1978). A wave structure analysis within a 
thin combustion zone is necessary. This represents the main mathematical difficulty of such studies. We expect that the 
model that includes cracking, solid fuel consumption and evaporation can reveal the various combustion regimes, i.e., 
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conditions for which the reaction front is downstream or upstream of the heat wave and conditions for incomplete fuel or 
oxygen consumption. When sufficient water is injected the combustion wave is driven by the cooling rate caused by the cold 
water injection (Dietz and Weijdema 1968; Weijdema 1968), rather than by the fuel consumption rate; we do not consider 
this case. 

A number of pioneering papers have built up our present understanding of the oil combustion process. Application of air 
injection is one of the oldest EOR techniques, see, e.g., United States Patents 1473348 (1923) and 2642943 (1953), but soon 
afterwards it became less important than steam injection and steam soak. However oil combustion as a recovery technique 
has provoked a steady stream of papers in the petroleum engineering literature. The essence of the process was already 
established by Ramey (1954). He proposed that the oxygen in the air burns the heavier components of oil (Abou Kassem et 
al. 1986; Akin et al. 2000; Kok and Karacan 2000; Lin et al. 1987; Lin et al. 1984) generating a heat wave leading to 
vaporization of lighter components that are produced.  

In this paper, we analyze model that includes a three pseudo-component crude oil for in-situ combustion. The pseudo-
components are distinguished according to the types of reaction in which they participate, viz., oxidation, cracking and 
vaporization. We approximate the combustion region in the whole solution as a sequence of waves traveling with constant 
speeds, separated by regions where the properties are almost homogeneous. For the time being we take the reservoir state 
ahead of the combustion/cracking/evaporation wave as known. Otherwise, one needs an extension of the present model to 
flow, condensation and slow oxidation reactions in the reservoir at relatively low temperatures, which is a separate problem. 
We use a concept introduced by Zeldovich for the analysis of combustion waves, derive explicit formulae for the dependent 
variables in these waves and classify possible combustion regimes. The essence of his idea is that combustion occurs in a 
very small temperature window. For temperatures that are too low, the Arrhenius factor shows that the reaction rates become 
too slow. For temperatures that are too high the reaction rate becomes so fast that the combustion mixture will become 
depleted of an essential reactant. Stability and accuracy of the analytical solution were checked against accurate simulations 
for representative problem parameters. 

The structure of the paper is as follows. First we describe the model. Next, we discuss combustion regimes providing 
explicit conditions for each regime and parameters of combustion waves. Subsequently we give the results of numerical 
calculations with typical reservoir data for in-situ combustion. We end with the Conclusion. The Appendices provide some 
sketches of the calculations; a more detailed treatment can be found in Mailybaev et al. (2010). 

 
Model 

 
We study forward combustion when a gaseous oxidizer (air) is injected into a porous medium, e.g., a rock cylinder thermally 
insulated against lateral heat losses and filled with gas, some crude oil and water. We consider medium viscosity oil. The 
mobility of any components other than gas will be ignored, because it is assumed that the speed of the reaction wave exceeds 
substantially the speed of any liquids. We express the concentrations and reaction rates in mass per unit pore volume and 
mass per unit pore volume per unit time respectively. 

The oil in the reservoir contains various components, viz. saturates, aromats, resins and asphaltenes. The heaviest 
components (asphaltenes) are converted into coke in the high temperature zone. We use the word precoke to denote these 
components. We disregard both the formation of gaseous components during this conversion process and the heat of reaction 
associated with the splitting (Abu Khamsin et al. 1988). Therefore, we will consider the precoke as well as its product (coke) 
as a single pseudo-component with carbon concentration  [kg/m3]. The combustion of coke in the presence of oxygen 
gives rise to the highest temperatures present in the combustion process. It is called high-temperature oxidation (HTO). We 
model HTO as a single reaction 

hn

 2C O CO2+ → . (1) 
The other components, viz., saturates, aromats and resins, are lumped into two pseudo-components, i.e., light and medium 

oil. The light components are vaporized ahead of the combustion zone. The concentration of the light oil is denoted by  

[kg/m3]. The average molar weight of the light oil pseudo-component is denoted by 
vn

vM  [kg/mol]. If water is present, we 
lump it into the light oil component, because they vaporize in the same region. The concentration of the medium oil pseudo-
component is denoted by  [kg/m3]. As temperature increases, the medium oil cracks into various components, which are 

released as vapor, i.e., they do not form coke. The average molar weight of these vapor components is denoted by 
cn

cM  
[kg/mol].  

The three pseudo-components (precoke/coke, medium and light oil) are distinguished according to the corresponding 
process: HTO, cracking and vaporization. Transport of oil by convection is disregarded as explained above. Therefore, it is 
possible to write the rate of change of oil concentrations in terms of the reaction rates W  [kg/m3s] as follows 

 ,   ,   .h c v
h c

n n nW W
t t t

∂ ∂ ∂
= − = − = −

∂ ∂ ∂ vW  (2) 
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The gas phase contains oxygen, gaseous oil, steam, combustion products (carbon dioxide) and initial inert gas. In some 
combustion regimes, oxygen may be present in the gas together with gaseous light oil, leading to an oxidation reaction. 
However, as we will see below, gaseous light oil appearing due to cracking or vaporization is immediately transported to 
colder zones where the oxidation rate is so small that it can be ignored. This is why we do not need to distinguish the 
different components of gaseous oil. In the gas composition, we will distinguish the mole fraction Y  of oxygen and the 
remaining gas fraction 1  that consists of vaporized oil, steam, combustion products and the initial inert gas. The mass 
balance equations for the gas fractions, ignoring diffusion, are 

Y−

 
( ) ( )1

,h c v

h c v

Y u uY W W W
t x M M

ϕ ρ ρ ρ∂ − ∂ −
+ = +

∂ ∂ M
+  (3) 

 ,h

h

WY uY
t x M

ϕ ρ ρ∂ ∂
+ = −

∂ ∂
 (4) 

where ϕ  is the porosity,  uρ  is the molar gas flux, uYρ  is the molar oxygen flux, /totP RTρ =  [mol/m3] is the molar 

density of gas at the prevailing pressure  [Pa],  [m/s] is the gaseous phase Darcy velocity, totP u hM  = 0.012 [kg/mol] is the 

carbon molar mass. Pressure variations are assumed to be small, so we take totP const= . The sum of (3) and (4) gives the 
mass balance for the total gas 

 .c v

c v

W Wu
t x M M
ϕρ ρ∂ ∂

+ = +
∂ ∂

 (5) 

The  term cancels out as the coke oxidation reaction hW (1) produces no net gas. Since the gas speed /u ϕ  is about 102 times 
larger than thermal or combustion waves speeds, the first (accumulation) terms in the left-hand sides of (3)-(5) are small and 
will be neglected from now on. 

Neglecting heat losses, we write the heat equation as 

 
( ) 2

2 .g stm
h h c c v v

c T T uC T T Q W Q W Q W
t x x

ρ
λ

∂ −∂ ∂
+ = + −

∂ ∂ ∂
−  (6) 

Here T [K] is the temperature and stT = 293.15K is our reference temperature, λ  [W/mK] is the thermal conductivity of the 

porous medium,  [J/m3 K] is the heat capacity per unit volume of the porous medium, which is taken approximately equal 
to the constant heat capacity of the rock. We disregard gas, water and oil heat capacities compared to rock heat capacity in 
the accumulation term, because in all cases of interest the amount of liquids is small. The gas heat capacity cg [J/mol K] is 
taken approximately as , ignoring small variations of the heat capacity among different gas components. The 

heats  [J/kg] correspond to HTO reaction, cracking and vaporization of light oil/water. They are all positive, 

except in the rare cases when  is negative.  

mC

c vQ
3.5gc ≈

cQ

R
,  ,  hQ Q

Arrhenius’ law and the assumption of a linear dependence on the fuel concentration and oxygen concentration lead to 

 exp h
h h h

EW K Yn
RT
−⎛ ⎞= ⎜

⎝ ⎠
⎟  (7) 

with activation energy  [J/mol] and frequency factor  [1/s] (Abu-Khamsin et al. 1986). They are used for the HTO 
reaction rate. We will not need an expression for the vaporization rate, because it affects only the internal structure of the 
condensation wave, which is not relevant here. For the cracking reaction rate, it is suggested by the same authors to use  

hE hK

 exp c
c c c

EW K n
RT
−⎛ ⎞= ⎜

⎝ ⎠
⎟  (8) 

with activation energy  and frequency factor . The variables to be found are the temperatureT , the concentrations 

 and the Darcy velocity All the coefficients in the equations 
cE cK

,  ,  ,   h c vn n n Y . u ,  ,  ,m gC c  λ etc. are assumed to be 

constant. The molar flux of injected air is ( . The injected oxygen flux is)inj
uρ ( )inj

uYρ , with an oxygen mole fraction . 

Ignition occurs at the entrance of the reservoir and combustion propagates in the same direction as the injected air. 
injY
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Combustion regimes 

In is section we provide a quantitative analytical description for possible in-situ combustion regimes that have the form of 

However, the 
regi

Reaction-leading structure 

he reaction-leading structure is shown schematically in Fig. 1. It contains a reaction wave traveling with speed 

 
th

sequences of waves traveling with constant speeds. Derivations of these formulae are given in the Appendices. 
In-situ combustion generates a wide hot region, where the heat released in the HTO reaction is stored. 
on where the HTO reaction takes place is very thin. It is conventional to distinguish between a reaction-leading 

combustion structure, where the HTO region is ahead of the hot zone, and a reaction-trailing structure, where the HTO region 
is behind of the hot zone (Wahle et al. 2003). 

 

 
υT  followed 

by a slower thermal wave, with speed (see, e.g., Bruining et al. 2009) 
 ( ) /c uυ ρ= .  (9) 

The hot zone between these waves contains only injected gas. The reac

apor zone, the 
con

T g minj
C

tion wave contains several thin regions. In Fig. 2, 
there is a thin HTO region at the left, where coke oxidation occurs, with further to the right wider regions where cracking and 
vaporization occur. The presence of a hot zone containing oxygen behind the reaction wave ensures that all coke is consumed 
in the HTO reaction. Oxygen consumption is not necessarily complete, so the HTO reaction is coke controlled. Ahead of the 
reaction wave the temperature drops to the vapor zone temperature vT . The vapor zone contains oil and water in both liquid 
and gaseous forms. In the presence of oxygen (that may partially pass through the combustion zone), slow oxidation occurs 
in the vapor zone at lower temperatures. When the gas reaches the original cold reservoir, part of the oil vapor and water 
condenses. This solution structure is called reaction-leading because combustion occurs ahead of the hot zone. 

In this paper, we are only interested in the part of the whole structure upstream of the vapor zone. In the v
centrations * * *, ,n n n as well as the temperature vT  are determined by the condensation and flow processes far 

downstream (right action wave, which represent separate problem. In our study of combustion, we assume these 
quantities to be known. The unknown parameters of the reaction wave to be determined are the temperature hT , the reaction 
wave speed

h c v

) of the re a 

υ , the gas flux change in the wave and the amount of oxygen that passes through unburned. 
The oil v por and steam released in the reaction wave due to cracking and vaporization increase tha e molar gas flux by 

 

* /c cM  and * /v vn Mυ . In the vapor zone the gas flux is given by 

( )
nυ

( ) ( )*/ /c c v vv inj
n M+*u u n Mρ ρ υ= + .  (10) 

ulae below are given for the typical case of in-situ combustion, w
vap

hey correspond to complete consumption of 
cok

 

The form hen the contribution of cracking and 
orization in the total heat balance and molar gas flux in the reaction wave are small. More general formulae that do not 

use this assumption can be found in the Appendix “Reaction leading structure”. 
There are two different combustion regimes with reaction-leading structure. T
e and either complete or partial consumption of oxygen in the HTO reaction. In the regime of complete oxygen 

consumption, the wave speed and highest temperature in the wave given below are based on mass and heat balance 
considerations (see Appendix “Reaction leading structure” and Mailybaev et al. 2010) 

( )
( )

*
huY M Q nρ υ

* ,    .inj h h
h v

h m g inj

T T
n C c u

υ
υ ρ

= = +
−

 (11) 

The first equation expresses that υ  is the fuel consumption rate and the second equation expresses that the combustion heat 
is used to heat up the space between the thermal wave traveling at a speed Tυ  and the combustion front traveling at speed υ . 

 

Complete oxygen consumption only occurs if the reaction zone is sufficiently long, the temperature and reaction rate are 
sufficiently high, i.e., 

( )

2 *

2 2
exp 1.h h h h

hh h inj hinj

RT K n E
RTE Q Y u M

λ
ρ

⎛ ⎞
− >⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

 (12) 

Eq. (12) introduces Zeldovich’s concept described in Appendix “High temperature oxidation region”.  
is is the situation we 

 

If condition (12) is not satisfied, a considerable part of oxygen is not consumed in the reaction. Th
address now. We can use the second equation (11) also for incomplete oxygen consumption written as 

( )
( )* .

/
g inj

m h h h v

c uρ

C Q n T T
υ =

− −
 (13) 
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The Zeldovich approach gives us an implicit expression for n case of incomplete oxygen consumption, i.e., 

 

hT  i
2

* 2
h h h hE Q n RTυ

exp 1,h h inj hRT K Y Eλ ⎛ ⎞
− =  (14) 

where 

⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

υ  
 equ

must be substituted from (13). This implicit equation can be solved using a numerical program for a single non-
lin ar ation. The lower bound for  be used in the program is 

)

e hT  to

 (
*

*
.

/
h h

h v
m g h

Q nT T
C c n

> +
−

 (15) 
inj hY M

 

 
Figure 1: Reaction-leading structure. The reaction wave is faster than the thermal wave. The cold and hot zones contain air. 
The vapor zone contains oil, water, and gas with oil vapor, steam and combustion products. 

 
Figure 2: Reaction wave internal structure: HTO, cracking and vaporization regions. Cracking of each component occurs in 
a thin region within the cracking zone. The values of oxygen flux  and oil components concentrations are 
specified in each region. 

e 

Ym , ,h c vn n n  

 
Equating the consumption of oxygen to the consumption of coke w obtain 

 ( ) ( ) * / .h hinj unb
uY uY n Mρ ρ υ− =  (16) 

n ring that in (16) is nonnegative together 

with the condition

this way we can calculate the mole fraction of unburned oxygen .unbY  Requi  unbY
 Tυ υ<  

I

and Tυ  from (9), we can show that 

 ( )
( ) *

    or   h
inj

h m h

n* *
ginj gh h

Tinj
h m

u c cn nuY Y
M C

ρ
ρ υ> = > . (17)

M C M
 

This condition is satisfied in most practical situations, unless the injected gas contains very little oxygen. 
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Applying the concept of Zeldovich in the cracking zone shows that the temperature satisfies the equation cT  
2

exp 1,
2 c c cE T RTυ

c c cRT K E⎛ ⎞
− =⎜ ⎟′ ⎝ ⎠

  (18) 

where 

( )( )* / /c h h m T hT Q n C T Tυ λ υ υ′ = − + − − . c λ
Using (19), equation (18) can be solved numerically, furnishing the cracking temperature This is an average cracking 

ature, when and  are effective cracking kinetic coefficients. In a more ic model, each medium oil 

component cracks i hin n near the corresponding temperature , see Fig

this

Of co

 (19) 

cT . 

realisttemper cK  

n a t
cE

regio c

cracking zone). This temperature is determined by the same equations 

T . 2 (thin dark interval within a wider 

(18), (19), where cK  and cE  are the kinetic 
coefficients corresponding to  specific component. The position of the cracking region in the wave can also be computed 
for each component, as shown in Appendix “Reaction leading structure”. 

urse, for our solution to be correct, it is important that c hT T<  for each medium oil component. Ot medium oil 
remains in the HTO zone and participates in the HTO reaction. 
 
Reaction trailing structure 

herwise, 

idation reaction occurs in a slow HTO wave traveling with 
d 

 
The reaction-trailing structure is shown in Fig. 3. The coke ox

 The temperature in this wave changes from a high value in the hot zone ahead of the wave to the injected air 

racking reaction and oil vaporization take place in another wave traveling with higher 
hT  .υspee

temperature T  behind. The ci

speed Tυ υ> . If there were neither medium oil nor light oil/water in the reservoir, this wave would be just a thermal wave 

with sp d ee (9). The hot region between the two waves contains coke with concentration *
hn  but neither medium oil nor light 

oil/water. As  the previous section we assume that the oil component concentrations * * *,  ,   h c vn n n  and the temperature vT  
in the one ahead of the thermal wave region are given. 

Since the hot region ahead of the HTO wave contains coke, oxygen is consumed com letely in the HTO reaction. Coke 
consumption is not necessarily complete, so the HTO reaction is oxygen controlled. This ure is called reaction-
trailing because combustion occurs behind the hot zone. The existence of the hot zone bet  HTO and thermal wave 
ensures that complete cracking of the medium oil occurs ahead

 in
vapor z

p
 solution struct

ween the
 of the HTO wave. 

ture in the HTO wave are  

The only reaction in the HTO wave is coke oxidation. There are two different combustion regimes in the reaction-trailing 
structure, corresponding to either complete or partial consumption of coke in the HTO reaction. The derivation is similar as 
for the reaction leading structure and therefore we do not go into details, see the Appendix “Reaction trailing structure”. In 
the regime of complete coke consumption, the wave speed and the highest tempera

 
( )

( )
*

* ,    .hinj h h
h i

h g minj

uY M Q nT T
n c u C

ρ υυ
ρ υ

= = +
−

 (20) 

This regime is determined by condition (12).  
If se, the wave speed is related to the  (12) is not satisfied, the unburned concentration of coke is given by In this ca

combustion temperature by 

.unb
hn  

hT  

 
( )
( )

.h hinj
T C T T

υ υ= −
−

(21) 

The temperature T is de in
m h i

Q uY Mρ
 

term ed implicitly by the equation h  

1.
⎞

( )

2 *

2 2
exph h h h

hh

RT K n E
RTE Q u Y M

λ
ρ

⎛
− =  (22)  

h h injinj

⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠
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This equation is solved using a numerical solver for a single algebraic equation, with lower bound 

 ( )
*

*
.

/
h h

h i
g h inj h m

Q nT T
c n Y M C

> +
−

 (23) 

he unburned coke concentration left behind the HTO wave is 
 

T

( )* / .unbn n uY Mh h hinj
ρ υ= −  (24) 

occur in this wave slightly 
decrease the value in (9) as shown in Appendix “Reaction trailing structur
similarly to (10) as 

The thermal wave speed is approximately equal to (9). However, cracking and vaporization that 
e”. The gas flux in the vapor zone is given 

 ( ) ( ) ( )* */ /c c v vn M n M+ .  (25) 

Re uiring that (24) is nonnegative and using the condition 

Tv inj
u uρ ρ υ= +

Tυ υ> with Tυ  frq om (9), we obtain 

 
*

.g h
inj

c n
Y

C M
<  (26) 

m h

T osite to (17). It is satisfied when the coke concentration is large or the ox
sm ll. 

e occur se, we have the reaction-
trailing structure. The regime with complete consumption of coke and oxygen in the HTO is determined by (12), where is 
gi n by (11) for the reaction-leading structure and by (20) for th
considerable part of oxygen or coke is not consumed, respectively, in the reaction-leading and reaction-trailing cases. 

his is opp ygen concentration in the injected air is 
a
We conclude that the reaction-leading combustion wav s under condition (17). Otherwi

hT  

ve e reaction-trailing structure. If (12) is not satisfied, a 

 
Figure 3: Reaction-trailing structure. The HTO wave is slower than the thermal wave; a thin region where the HTO reaction 
occurs is shown black. The cold zone contains air. The hot zone contains coke and gas with combustion products. The vapor 
zone contains oil, steam, and gas with oil vapor, steam and combustion products. 
 
In-situ combustion for typical reservoir parameters 
Consider the typical reservoir data in Table 1. The numbers quoted correspond to octene (C8 16 ) as an effective light oil 

ir. Condition (9) is satisfied for precoke 

e case of the reaction-leading wave structure. Fig. 4 shows the 

=77 mplete coke and oxygen consumption in the HTO 

rea

H
component, hexadecene (C16 H32 ) as a medium oil component, and average vaporization heat vQ  for a liquid mixture with 
equal light oil and water concentrations in the vapor zone. . 

Assume that air with oxygen fraction = 0.21 is injected into the reservoinjY  

ons 

concentrations *n  < 173 [kg/m3] in the vapor zone. This is thh

reaction wave parameters versus the initial precoke concentration *
hn  [kg/m3], when the other parameters in the vapor zone 

are taken as *
cn =100 [kg/m3] and *

vn  = 60 [kg/m3] and T o
v  C. Co

ction occurs for high precoke concentrati *
hn  > 35.5 [kg/m3], as found by checking inequality (12). For lower precoke 

concentrations, a considerable part of the injected oxygen passes through the reaction zone, as shown in Fig. 4. The transition 
from complete t partial oxygen consumption regime is characterized by an abrupt change in the dependence of the variables 
relative to the coke concentration *

hn . 
o 
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Parameter Meaning Value 

hQ  HTO reaction enthalpy 3.28  107 J/kg ×

cQ  cracking reaction enthalpy 3.39 × 105 J/kg 

vQ   vaporization heat 1.28 × 106 J/kg 

hE  activation ner e gy (HTO) 1.8 × 105 J/mol (Smith 1978) 

hK  Pre-exponential factor (HTO) 3.05 × 106 1/s (Smith 1978) 

cE  activation energy (cracking) 2.5 × 105 J/mol 

cK  Pre-exponential factor (cracking) 4.6 × 10 1/s 14 

R  Gas constant 8.314 J/mol K 

mC  heat capacity of rock 2 × 106 J/m3 K 

λ   thermal conductivity of rock 0.87 W/m  K

gc  heat capacity of gas 3.5R J/mol K 

totP  prevailing pressure of gas 105 Pa (1 atm) 

inju  Darcy velocity of injected gas 1.16 × 10-3 m/s (100 m/day) 

hM  molar weight of carbon 0.012 kg/mol 

cM  average molar weight of cracked oil 0.112 kg/mol 

vM  average molar weight of liquid oil and water 0.065 kg/mol 

i sT T=  t
injected gas temperature 293.15 K 

 
Table 1: Typica alues  for in-situ combustion. 
 

Fig. 4 at the ht sho

l v of dimensional parameters

rig ws the velocities of the combustion wave (υ r injY . ), thermal wave ( Tυ ), together with the curve fo

For low values o w  point where the speeds coincide *
hn  e observe that there is a  Tυ υ= , f however for a large value 

mean at there is essentially no combustion. Also the large value 3 [kg/m3] (outside Fig. 4 t  

int with co  oxygen consumption 

of 

o the

0
~unb injY Y , ing th  for *

hn  

mple

= 17

teright), there is another point with coinciding speeds. It is the resonance po unbY =  
lying on the resonance line in Fig. 6.  

Calculations verify that changes in medium and light oil/water concentrations h ve very minor influence on the 
combustion and cr king temperatures hT  and cT . Indeed, the corresponding ns (14) and (18) have strong 

l dependence on temperature, so the solutions are weakly affected by a chan  of coefficients. The speed 

a
ac equatio

exponentia ge υ  of the 

Consider now the same reservoir parameters in the vapor zone, but an injected gas with very low initial oxygen  

injY  = 0.025. The numerical results ar

reaction wave decreases slightly with in of m m and light oil/water concentrations.  
 fraction

e shown in Fig. 5. Condition (17) is satisfied for precoke concentrations  < 20.6 

alc s 

crease ediu

*
hn

[kg/m3] and corresponds to the reaction-leading structure studied in the corresponding section. Higher concentrations lead to 
the reaction-trailing wave structure and c ulation use the formulae of the corresponding section These two cases are 
separated by a resonance point, where the speeds of the two waves coincide: Tυ υ= . The complete coke xygen 

con *

/

.9

o

sumption regime is determined by the inequality (12) and corresponds to 14.5 < hn  < 44.9 [kg/m3]. Temperatures in this 

on become very high. On the contrary, the partial oxygen ( *
hn  < 14.5 [kg/m3]) and partial coke ( *

hn  > 44  kg/m3) 
consumption regimes are characterized by almost constant combustion temperature. The dependence of the HTO wave 
parameters on *

hn  possesses a singularity when the regime changes. 
 

regi
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Figure 4: Reaction wave parameters depending on precoke concentration g/m3 ] with = 100 [kg/m3], and =60 

[kg/m3] for injection of air with 21% of oxygen. The vapor zone temperature i = 77 [oC]. hot zone temperat
o o v, v

*
hn  [k

s T
ds 
*

*
cn  

 The 

*
vn

ure is 

ur
v  

 1

hT  

[ C], the cracking temperature is cT  [ C], the HTO and thermal wave spee are denoted by T [m/day], the unb d 

oxygen fraction is unbY . Results of numerical simulations are presented for hn  = 0, 25, 40 [kg/m3 ]. 
 

ne

 
Figure 5: HTO and thermal waves parameters depending on precoke concentration [kg/m3 ] with = 100 [kg/m3], and 

=60 [kg/m3] for injection of air with reduced oxygen (2.5%). The hot zone tempe ure is [oC] the HTO and thermal 

 

Fig. 6 presents a chart with different combustion regimes in the 

*
hn  

rat

e u

 *
cn  

, 

fra

*
vn

Resu

 hT  

wave speeds are denoted by v, vT [m/day], the unburned oxygen fraction is unbY  , th nburned coke ction /h hn n  . 

lts of numerical simulations are presented for *
hn  = 80 [kg/m3]. 

*unb

( ),h injn Y  

eading an

*

r. The boundary between the react on

plane: coke concentration versus oxygen 

i -l d reaction-trailing combustion structures is 
etermined by the straight resonance line 

fraction in the injected ai
d ( )* /inj h g m hY n c C M= , 

orresponding to partial 

see . The boundary of the regime with complete 
co

(17), (26)
 by (12) wnsumption of coke and oxygen, shown white in Fig. 6, is determined ritten as equality. Here we must substitute 

hT  from (11) to determine the boundary with the domain corresponding to partial oxygen consumption, or hT  from (20) to 
determine the boundary with the domain c coke consumption. There is also a boundary corresponding 
to extinction at small coke concentration *

hn .  This branch of points, characterized by low oxygen consumption, is still under 
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investigation and is therefore not yet included in Fig. 6. We conjecture that such extinction occurs in situations where the 
combustion heat *

h hQ n  attains certain values close to the heat * *
c c v vQ n Q n+ necessary for cracking and vaporization and the 

speeds of the two waves coincide, Tυ υ= see Eqs. , (38) and (41). The speed υ  gets close to Tυ  also for very small injected 

oxygen fractions injY , as one can show using Eqs. (21), and (22). The chart of combustion regimes has the qualitative form 
shown in Fig. 6 fo de range of parameters.  

 
r a wi

 
Figure 6: Chart o mbustion r different coke co g/m3] and i ed oxygen fractions Yinj . 
Resonant stat  straight  separates combu  different wave structures: reaction-leading 
(above the line) action-tr elow the line). The pond on regimes with partial 
oxygen and partia ke consump white region corresp lete coke an e consumption. 

 define the va on rate duce the mole fractio

f co
es form a

 and re
l co

porizati

 regimes fo
 line that
ailing (b
tion. The 

, we intro

ncentrations n
stion regimes with

gray regions
onds to the co

n 

h
* [k

 corres
mp

nject

to combusti
d oxyg n 

 
Numerical simulation 
 
We performed direct numerical simulation of the PDE system (2)-(8) using a split-implicit finite difference scheme. In order 

X  of light oil vWto  vapor and st  in gas. The change of total eam

gas flux uρ  in the model i ked and vaporized t equals s due to crac  components and i uXρ . Therefore, we find further 

downstream ( )inj
u u uXρ ρ ρ= +  and ( )1 /

inj
X u uρ ρ= − . As we already mentioned above, the details of the 

vaporization process have a mi  influence on the reaction waves o  interest here. So, for numerical purposes we can use a 
simplified del, which reflects only qualitative properties of vaporization: 

nor f
 mo ( )n v eqW kn X= −  with 4 110k sX − −= , 

( )expeq b( ) /X T T−

ns in th
shown in

h , = and b quilibrium condition in the vapor zone. 

The reaction-leading and reaction-trailing wave structures were observed in numerical simulation with initial temperatures 
high enough for ignition to occur in a reasonable time span and for different oil  initial d 

e see ery good agreement between theoretical and numerical result

25h K

ed gas. The
d 5; w

= T  determined by the e

eters of th
 concen  in the  reservoir an

oxygen fractio e inject  dimensional param n and t al waves obtained in this 
simulation are  Figs. 4 an  v s. 

trations
herme reactio

The reaction (HTO) waves were found to be stable traveling waves in numerical simulation, except for the case of *
hn = 

25 [kg/m3] in Fig. 4. In the latter case the reaction wave speed υ  oscillates periodically in time; Fig. 4 shows the average 
values of corresponding quantities. Oscillation amplitudes are about 7% of the average value for hT  and about 30% for υ  

and

 

unbY . Therefore, some part of the chart in Fig. 6 corresponds to oscillating solutions. Using results of stability analys of 
combustion waves obtained in Aldushin and Kasparyan 1981, one an derive stability conditions for steady traveling reaction 
wave and identify the region of pulsating regimes, see Mailybaev et al. 2010. 
 
 

is 
 c
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Conclusion 
 
We derived analytical formulae for in-situ forward combustion by air injection in porous media, containing crude oil and 

ater. The oil components are grouped into precoke, medium and light oil pseudo-components. These pseudo-components 
articipate in different chemical and physical processes. Precoke is converted to coke at high temperatures, medium oil 

e cracked at slightly lower temperatures releasing gaseous oil, while light oil components and water are 
aporized. Heat is released mainly in the high-temperature oxidation of coke. 

lytical conditions for each combustion regime as well as formulae describing dependent variables 
in

 the results. This procedure is general and can be applied to the analysis of reaction zones 
ch

tion regime. The reaction-trailing structure can also be found when the injected air contains reduced amounts of 
oxy

R

sin, W.E. Brigham, and H.J. Ramey. Reaction kinetics of fuel formation for in-situ combustion. SPE Reserv. 
Eng, Vol 3 (4) 1988. 

 Kok, S. Bagci, and O. Karacan. Oxidation of heavy oil and their SARA fractions: Its role in modeling in-situ 
combustion. SPE 63230, 2000. 

 Flame, 

A. iss, and B. J. Matkowsky. On the transition from smoldering to flaming. Combustion and Flame, 

A. . Stability of stationary filtrational combustion waves. Combustion, Explosion, and Shock 

A. atkowsky, and D. A. Schult. Downward buoyant filtration combustion. Combustion and Flame, 

A. atkowsky, and D. A. Schult. Buoyancy driven filtration combustion. Combustion Science and 

A. rom traveling waves to chaos in combustion. SIAM J. Appl. Math., 54:147-174, 1994. 

nd Flame, 10:221-230, 1966. 

w
p
components ar
v

The solutions are found in the form of sequences of waves. It turns out that it is possible to distinguish between two 
combustion regimes according to the relative position of the hot zone and high-temperature oxidation region: reaction-
leading and reaction-trailing wave structures. At low precoke concentrations or high injected oxygen fractions, the HTO 
region lies downstream of the hot zone. At high precoke concentrations or low injected oxygen fractions, the HTO region lies 
upstream of the hot zone. 

Each structure occurs in two different combustion regimes. In the first regime, both coke and oxygen are completely 
consumed in the combustion. In the second regime, only a part of oxygen is consumed for the reaction-leading wave 
structure, or a part of coke is consumed for the reaction-trailing wave structure. The typical chart with four combustion 
regimes is shown in Fig. 6. 

We derived explicit ana
 the wave sequence solutions. Additionally we described the internal structure of the oil cracking zone for the reaction-

leading wave structure. We developed a simplified method for analysis of the combustion region. In this method, rather than 
explicitly integrating wave equations, we use general estimates and exploit strong exponential dependence of combustion rate 
on temperature to simplify

aracterized by large Zeldovich numbers, as we did in the paper both for the high-temperature oxidation and cracking 
regions. 

Numerical computations with typical reservoir data for in-situ combustion lead to the following observations. The most 
typical wave structure is reaction-leading. With increasing coke concentration, the partial oxygen consumption regime 
changes into the complete coke/oxygen consumption regime. The first regime is characterized by weak dependence of 
combustion temperature to reservoir parameters, while the temperatures may become very high in the complete coke/oxygen 
consump

gen (for example, for injection of a mixture of air and flue gas). Numerical simulation of the full system of governing 
equations was carried out showing expected accuracy of our asymptotic formulae. For some reservoir parameters, the steady 
reaction wave turned out to be unstable, and combustion occurred in a wave traveling with a speed changing periodically in 
time. 

The work described has the following practical applications: (1) validation of numerical simulation programs, (2) accurate 
risk assessment of oxygen breakthrough by anayzing the detailed structure of the reaction zone avoiding numerical artifacts, 
(3) quick evaluations of consequences of different injection conditions given the kinetic behavior of the oil under 
consideration. 
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Appendices 

High-temperature oxidation region 

T

hT  

gas flu

and some inert

 ( )inj
uρcomponents are cracked and vaporized do . It 

remains constant because one mole of O2 is converted to one mole of CO2 . The injected oxygen molar flux is ( )inj
uYρ . 

The coke concentration ahead of the HTO region is *n . 
 The reaction rate (7) has strong temperature dependence determined by the exponent. Therefore we can only afford a 

very small temperature variation hT

h

δ  in the reaction zone. Expanding the exponent near hT , for small hT Th Tδ = −  w
find 

 

e 

( )
exp exp exph h h h

h h v

E E Z T
RT RT T T

− ≈ − −⎜ ⎟
δ⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞

⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟−⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
 (27) 

with  
( )

2 ,h h v
h

h

E T T
Z

RT
−

=  (2

where because the activation energy is large (a typical value is ). The last exponential in expression 

8) 

1hZ >>  hE  ~ 15hZ
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(27) is a reduction factor in the reaction rate, and the reaction ceases when this factor becomes small. Thus, the reaction 
occurs within a small temperature interval ( )~ /h h vT T T Zδ −

es negligibly small for lo
h  that corresponds to a change 

reaction rate decreases rapidly and becom wer 

of order 1 in the exponent; the 

h hT T Tδ< − . The dimensionless quantity hZ  is the 
 numb  tZeldovich er, the ratio between the total t perature variation in the wa he temperature variation in the HTO 

region (Zeldovich et al. 1985). Using the expression for hT
em ve and

δ , we find that the HTO reaction is confined within the space 
interval  

 ~ ~h h
h

h h h

T T Tx
T Z T

,vδδ −
′ ′

(29) 

where 

 

hT ′  is the effective temperature gradient in the HTO ion (the prime denotes the derivative ∂/∂x). For h reg Z ~ 1, hxδ  

is much s ( ) / ~h v h h hT T T Z xδ′−maller than the width of the whole wave, which mated as  is esti , so the
th . 

The maximal concentrations of coke and oxygen in th egion equal  and , and at least one of them is 

 HTO region is 
in

 *
hn

f

 injYe HTO r

completely consumed in the reaction. Thus, using the estimate *~ / 2Yn Y n  and T Tf inj h≈  in (7), we find the ive
HTO rate in the combustion zone 

eff  

 

ect

( )* *~ / 2 exp .h
h h inj hW K Y n

h

E
RT

−⎜
⎝

 

 
Complete consumption of coke an
 

⎛ ⎞
⎟
⎠

(30) 

d oxygen  

In is case, moles of coke burn per unit time unit wave surf th ace area, where * /h hn Mυ  υ  is the combustion wave  and per 

speed. For t C+O2 → CO2, it is equal to the m gen flux ( )inj
uYρhe reaction olar oxy  in the inj  air. This de es the 

The temperature gradient vanishes on one side of the  region. On the other side it can be determined by aring 

ected termin

 comp
combustion propagation speed in (11). 

HTO
the heat hQ n*

hυ  generated per unit time with the heat flux Tλ ′  due to heat conductivity. This comparison yields 
* /h hT Q n υ λ′ = − . The average gradient in the HTO region is, therefore,  

 ( )*1 1~
2 2h h h h hinj

T Q n Q uY Mυ ρ
λ λ

′ =  (31) 

Using (28) n (29), we find the width of the reaction zone , (31) i

 
( )

22~ h
h

RTx λδ ,
hinj

uY M
 (32) 

w  is determined by the temperature dependence of the reaction rate. 
ount of oxygen equals the amount of carbon co  we 

h hE Q ρ
hich

We sketch the derivation for Eq. (12) as follows. As the am
can use Eq. 

nsumed,
(7) to show that  

( )
*ln ~ . 

2
hW h h

h h

K nY hE

h inj
x uYM u M RTρ ρ

⎛∂
− = ⎜ ⎟∂ ⎝ ⎠

Int

⎞
−  (33) 

egration over the interval hxδ  essential for the HTO reaction leads to 

( )
*

h h

inj

K n
 ln ~ exp .

2
inj h

h
unb h h

Y E x
Y u M RT

δ
ρ

⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞
−⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
 (3

When the right side of (35) exceeds one, almost comp gen consumption occurs. Substitution of (32) lead  the 
n co

 
 
 
 

4) 

lete oxy s to
complete oxygen consumptio ndition (12).  
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Partial oxygen consumption 
 
Oxygen may not be consumed in the reaction zone completely so that a considerable mole fraction  of oxygen remains 

 the gas downstream of the HTO region. The flux of consumed oxygen 

 unbY

( )( )inj unb inj
Y Y uρ−  reacts in with an equal molar 

is yields (16). 
The average temperature gradient in the HTO region  

amount of coke * /h hn Mυ . Th

             ( )*| |~ / 2h h hT Q n υ λ′                                                                    (35) 
as is found as in 

      
(31), except that υ  is unknown. Then (28), (29) give  

 
2

*

2~ .h
h

h h h

RTx
E Q n
λδ

υ
 (36) 

In this case both coke and oxygen are present on one side of the HT
c

O region, where the reaction stops due to low 
*temperature. Thus, the reaction o curs within the whole interval hxδ h hW xδ .  and the total reaction rate is estimated as 

Equating this rate to the amount of coke *
hn υ  burned per un tain (14). Here we used (30), (36) and re

∼ sign by an equality with relative accuracy of order 

it time, we ob placed the 
1

hZ −  for did in (12). 

art 
e d ed coke rate h  with 

oxy en flux , obtaining  

 

hT , as we 
 

Partial coke consumption 
 
Oxygen is consumed completely, but p of coke with concentration nh

unb remains in the burned region behind the 
combustion wave. The combustion wave speed is det rmine by equating the burn  *( ) /unb

h hn n Mυ−

 ( )uYρg
inj

( ) */( ).unb
h h hinj

uY M n nυ ρ= −  (37) 

abFollowing the same derivations as in the case of partial oxygen consumption ove, but with the burned coke concentration 
taken as ( )* /unb

h h hinj
n n uY Mρ υ− = , we obtain (22) instead of (14). 

 
Reaction-leading structure 
 
The total heat released in the reaction wave per unit time equals Qυ , where 

 * *
h h c c vQ Q n Q n Q= − − *  (38) 

)
.vn

( ) ( )( ) (The heat rate g hinj

ccumulated in the hot zone behind the
st g v stv

c u T T c u T Tρ ρ− − −  transported by the gas together with (38) contribute to the heat 

 reaction wave and equally  a
 ( ) ( ) ( )) m hv

C T Tυ=( ) (g h st g v stinj
Q c u T T c u T Tυ ρ ρ+ − − − .v−  (39) 

Using (9), (10), equation (39) is solved for   

)

hT as

 
(

,h v
m

Q
C T

T T υ
υ υ

 (40) = +
−

where we neglected the small term ( )* *( ) / /v st g c c v vT T c n M n Mυ− − +  in the denominator. When solved for υ , Eq. (40) 

leads to  

 .
1 /( ( ))

T

m h vQ C T T
υυ =

− −

. Substituting 

 (41) 

For 0unbY > , (16) gives (υ ρ< ) */h hinj
uY M n ( ) */h hinj

uY M n  into υ ρ=

all and can be neglected. This si

(40) yields a lowe  bound for 

hT . The t

r

ntaining ually sm mplification is used in (11), (13), 
(15). 

 

erms co *
c  and *

vn  in Q  are usn
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Cracking region 
 
Due to its high activation energy, the cracking reaction occurs in a thin region near the corresponding temperature Tc. The 
cra  region i e cracking rate given i  Table 1. The analy
prese short uch in common wit of the HTO region. 

ne in

cking s thin due to th n (8) for the data in sis of the cracking region will be 
nted in form, because it has m h the analysis 

The reaction is mostly confi d with  a small temperature interval ( )~ /c c v cT T T Zδ −  with a large Zeldovich number 

(Z E T= ) ( )2/ 1c c c v cT RT− >> . As in (29), the width of the cracking region is ( ) ( )/c c v c cx T T Z Tδ ′= − , where cT ′  

is the effective temperature gradien
* *

t in the region. The expression fo  rate in the region is similar to r the effective cracking
(30), i.e., ( ) ( )( )~ / 2 exp /c c c c cW K n E RT− . The cracking temperature can be found from the medium oil balance 

relation * *~c c cW x nδ υ  as (18), where the ~ sign is replaced by equality, which is a good approximation for large Zc, see 
Appendix “High temperature oxidation region”. 

The heat and gas production in the cracking zone is always small. between the HTO and cracking 
ation 

 Then in the region 
regions (ρu) ≈ (ρu)inj. The heat equ (6) takes the form  

 ( ) ,m g inj
C T c u T Tυ ρ λ′ ′ ′′− + =  (42) 

wher / /t xυ∂ ∂ = − ∂ ∂e  in a traveling wave moving with speed υ . Setting x = 0 at the HTO region, we have T(0)=Th. As 

* /h hn
we sh x “Complete consumption of coke and en”, the temperature gradient ahead of the HTO region 
is 

owed in the Appendi
(0)T Q

oxyg
′ = − υ λ  . Solving (42) with these initial conditions yields  

 ( ) ( )
( )*

1 exp .m Th h
h

m T

C xQ nT x T
C

υ υυ
υ υ

⎛ ⎞−⎛ ⎞
= + −⎜ ⎟

λ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠
In articular, in the cracking region,  and we find (19). 

 more detailed mo

in dark interval is a c equations (18), (19), (42) and (43) do not contain 
the medium oil concentration . This means that they can be used to compute the temperature and position of a cracking 

re on for each medium oil component characterized by specific kinetic coefficients d
 

−
 (43) 

cT T= p
In a del of cracking, a distribution of various medium oil components must be considered. In this case 

the cracking region is wider. It is formed by thin cracking regions corresponding to all medium oil components, see Fig. 2 
(th racking region for a specific component). Note that 

*
cn

gi  cE . cK  an

Reaction-trailing structure 
 

The HTO wave is assumed to be a traveling wave. The only reaction in this wave is oxidation. The gas flow is uniform in the 
HTO wave, ( )inj

u uρ ρ= . The heat balance in the wave is described by an equation similar to (39):  

 ( ) ( ) ( )*( ) .unb
h h h g i h minj

Q n n c u T T C T Tυ ρ υ− + − = −  (44) 

Using 
i h

(37), we solve (44) for υ  and obtain (21). 
When the coke is not consum

condition 0unbn >  gives ( )υ >
ed completely in the HTO reaction, (37) yields the unburned coke concentration as (24). The 

. Substituting this inequality into (44) yields the lower bound (23). 

ve 
 
Cr king and vaporization are heat absorbing processes, which decrease the thermal wave s

5). The heat balance equation for this wave includes the heat rate 

h
*/h hinj

uY M nρ
 

Thermal wa

ac peed compared to (9). The molar 
gas flux ahead of the wave is given by (2

* *υ ( )c c v vQ n Q n+  absorbed in cracking and vaporization, the heat T ( ) ( )( ) ( )g h st g v stinj v
c u T T c u T Tρ ρ− − −  

transported nd the hea ccumulated in the rock:   t )(T m h vC T Tυ −  a by gas a

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )* * ( ) (T c c v v T m h v g h st g v stinj v
Q n Q n C T T c u T T c u T Tυ υ ρ ρ+ + − = − − − ).  (45) 
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Using (25), we solve (45) as  

 
( )

* ,g inj
c uρ

+
   

* *
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T T
=

−T
mC C

υ = ,v v

h v

Q n Q n+
 (46) 

ne lecting the small term ( )* *( ) / /g v st c c v vc T T n M n M− +

 vaporization given by the term *C  is u

g  in the numerator of the second expression

fluence of cracking and sually small, so 

. In our model, the 

Tυin  is close to the value in (9). 
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